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W. The twenty-third letter of the English His operas "The Flying Dutchman" and 
alphabet is formed of two V's, but we " Tannhauser " were produced at Dresden amid 
call it "double u." The stories of U and V mingled criticism and praise. The stories were 
help you to see why this is so. The letter was real dramas, and Wagner made his music for 
originally written UU or VV, in the days when both voice and instruments closely follow the 
U and V were forms of the same letter. But in meaning of the text. Thus his operas lacked 
this case the VV form, which became W when the constant pretty melodie~ and pleasant har-
the letters were crossed, w A G N E R A N 0 H 1 s w 1 F E monies of the popular 
was the one that sur- opera, and while a few 
vived. masters, among th~m 

In sound, however, Liszt and Schumann, 
it has remained the saw in them the begin--
same, having the con- ning of a new art, the 
sonant value of u. It public found them 
is uttered with the lips " tedious " and " ec-
in position for u (oo of centric." "Lohengrin," 
pool), but without the Wagner's next opera, 
resonance of a full- was written -in 1848, 
fledged vowel. but it was not until 
WAG NE R (viig'ner), 1861 that the composer 
WrLHELM RICHARD himf!elfheard this beau-
(1813-83). More than tiful work. 
any musician of his Wag ne r 's revolu-
time, Wagner placed. tionary ideas were not 
his own characteristic confined to music. He 
stamp on every estab"' ~ook part in the political 
lished form of music, movements of 1848 49, 
though he is usually and wae obliged to leave 
thought of especially as the country. He found 
the man who re-created refuge in Switzerland, 
opera by giving it and remained in exile 
hitherto unknown for about ten years. 
power and beauty. In 1864 the King of 

Wagner was born at Bavaria invited Wag-
Lei].Dzig, Germany. His ner, who was now in 
musical ambition was very straitened circum-
fired by the works of stances, to come to 
Beethoven and Weber. Munich and continue 
His first production, Wagner is here seen w1 th his second wife, whom he married his musical work. His 
an overture, was per- in 187o. She was the daughter of Liszt, the celebrated operas from this period 
formed when he was . pianist and compJser. onwards are known as 
only 17, at Leipzig, and astonished the audience music-dramas, for in them he worked out 
by the continuous use of the drum. his theory that a combination of all arts is 

For the next few years Wagner filled musical necessary to produce a perfect art unit. Thus 
positions in various cities. In 1839 he went to literature, music, and action have equal part, 
Paris, hoping to produce his opera "Rienzi," and great attention was given to the scenic 
but was disappointed. Three years later it was accessories. 
most successfully produced in Dresden, and But for such stupendous spectacles the opera 
resulted in Wagner's appointment as musical house of Munich proved inadequate, so Wagner 
director of the Dresden theatre. conceived the idea of a " festival theatre " 
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